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About This Game

The town of Deadwood is being terrorized by the ghost of a murderous outlaw in Ghost Encounters: Deadwood - The
Collector's Edition!

Check out Our New Game Kickass commandos!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/359140/

Also Try Tiki Man!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/376920/

Also try Ant War - Domination!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/406080/
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 A PARANORMAL POINT-AND-CLICK ADVENTURE FULL OF INTRIGUE

Grave robbers have unleashed a phantom curse and condemned the entire town. One by one the townsfolk are dropping dead
and now it's up to you to save them.

 EXPLORE THE FORSAKEN TOWN OF DEADWOOD

After killing 21 men while he was alive, Blackjack is back to kill many more - you'll be at the edge of your seat trying to figure
out what is coming next!

 CHALLENGING POINT-AND-CLICK ADVENTURE STYLE GAMEPLAY

Break Blackjack's evil curse and save the day while enjoying the incredible Point-and-Click and Hidden Object Puzzle
Adventure gameplay.

 UNIQUE PUZZLES AND HIDDEN OBJECT GAMES

Play your way through over 35 different locations while solving 40+ puzzles and mini-games in search of the ghostly villain
Blackjack!!!
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There's one goal in this game, to make money with as little pollution as possible.
The mechanics are simple. The graphics are cute.
The first level is honestly quite boring.
The only scale of difficulty is new levels, which are more unfair than difficult.
All they do is introduce more natural dissasters to destroy your buildings;
all this does is prolong the game, or if you're bad, end it.
Fleshed out a little more this game could have been good.

tl,dr: Overall a waste of money due to the fact that the first level is the only "enjoyable" one.

Everyone saying you can't use pollution inducing buildings... you definitely can;
when playing on Mars I would encourage it even.. I haven't played for long, but this is perfect for anybody who likes
platformers. Having randomly generated levels gives it a practically infinite shelflife. The controls are tight, the level designs are
varied. Just wonderful.. It's a weird pairing, but the thing I like and admire about Russian Subway Dogs is the same thing I like
and admire about Assault Android Cactus: That it only seems chaotic and one-dimensional until you're actually trying to play it
well.

As soon as you're reaching for those heights, you realize that it's incredibly deep - that every level and mechanic was
painstakingly thought out and tweaked to the sharpest edge. Everything happens for a reason. It was all put there for you.

Sadly, I feel like we don't see enough of that in most independent game development anymore - everyone is concerned with
their aesthetic, or their trailers, or a million other things that aren't the design of an experience: The design of a game.

I'd love to see more people rip the guts out like these kinds of games do - go looking for new types of rules, constraints,
opportunities, or mix around the traditions we already have in a way that is more than merely derivative. I respect that spirit:
That desire to do something intentional, with a real vision of how it should all be, and no willingness to compromise.

I really hope you'll play Russian Subway Dogs. It's a real, real indie game. It's a breath of fresh air.. A really fun but short
zombie game. It does contain quite a few puzzles so if you don't enjoy them, then don't buy it. For what you're getting I'd
suggest buying it in a sale as I managed to complete the game in under a week. It does contain quite a few bugs that I have
witnessed myself which from what I've heard have not been fixed from the original material but that does not render the game
completely unplayable. The comic-like scenes were amazing and were a joy to watch. Overall, the game has it's problems and
isn't the best 2D platformer to exist but it was definitely a good concept and is worth playing.. for real iv seen roblox games with
more content and less bugs. Bought the game today it is really fun it is like overcooked except the stages are normal. It is a very
fun game I would recommend this to people if they like cooking games like overcooked. The game can be fast pased at times
and you have to know your customers since some of them get more impatient then others and I really recommend hiring a
waitress/waiter when its available. So far the game is really good the only thing that the game is lacking is online multiplayer.
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The game aready has local couch coop which is really nice but this game really needs online mulitplayer to play with other
players since some people have this game but have no one to play coop with them so it would really need a online multiplayer
and I hope the developers add this. So in conclusion this is a really fun game and is worth buying I just really hope the developer
adds online multiplayer.

Edit: If you want to see me play the game heres the link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XQCsyxAKXBk. Basically the same thing as boom beach
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Bots everywhere and the ones that are not bots are mostly hacking. DO NOT INSTALL.. I did not use this game to farm trading
cards.. Cutest game ever! They should make more games like this.. Not if you want to play on Linux / Steam OS with a
Controller. I now need to place some bombs, however the Howto Popups only mention Keyboard shortcuts.. Lethe Episode One
is visually remarkable. From the opening scene I felt like I was playing a scene from Bioshock. The first area you explore is
essentially the tutorial and introduces you to much of the games mechanics. I love the atmosphere and the ambience. The
soundtrack does wonders for immersion and tension. I am only about 45 minutes into the game and I feel like it's going to be a
long dark road. Don't be scared by "episode one" I believe this is a full length game.

https://youtu.be/TxYmaa2DQ04. Dead game don't buy.. I am a die hard fan of classic water racing games (hydro thunder, diddy
kong racing) so this is a biased review in the sense I have soft spot for water racing games. But i feel like there is a market for
them, espesically now in the summer time. Its a refreshing game that you feel good about playing when you come home from
playing in the sun or if working under a roof, its very nostaglic if your from my time (93-now). But even so the racing makes
you feel like there is in RNG with the water textures. It makes it unpredictible and a different feel to the customary "street
racing game".

Riptide GP2 was great. I never played the first one (i think it was only available for mobilie) but with the second it felt like I
was put in a plastic fake jet ski in your local arcade shack. It brings back memories but also ignites a spark of inguenity to me
that feels like we can do something great with water racing and bring it back. Not to go as far surpassind Gran Turismo but with
the new "Aqua Moto Racing" realeased earlier this year we can evolve that and the sci fi feel of Riptide and come up with
something great that can rival racing games like Burnout and Dirt.. There are tons of better HOG. And the formula of a 'show' is
wasted...
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